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Sworn circulation, 2.500, those more advanced will need something 
more scientific as a reference book. We will 

50 YEARS’ here give the names of such books as we rec- 
EXPERIENCE ommend, and will be pleased to furnish you, 

sending them by mail at the following prices: 

The Amateur Bee-Keeper, (1 em for be- 
ginners), hy Prof. J. W. Rouse: price, 28¢. 
Advanced Bee Culture, by W. Z. utchin- 

son: price, 50c. 
Manual of the Apiary, by Prot. \. J. Cook; 

price, $1.25. RKS : Trape Ma The A BC of Bee Culture, by A. I. Root: 
Consiae&c De Aavore sending s eketoh and deseription any, A Treatise on Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard; 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an Price, 25c. 
invention is probably patentable. Communica- Scientific Queen-Rearing, by G. M. Doo- tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents jit tle: price. $1.00 Fe 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. : MeL’, é 
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive Langstroth on the Honey Bee, revised by 

special notice, without charge, in the Dadant: price, $115, 

Scientific American. LEAHY MEG. CO, 
* A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir- Higginsville. Mo. 

culation of any scientific journal, ‘Terms, $3 a 
year, four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. — - - 
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Made to Order. Bi h B S k Made to Order. HINQHaM brass Smokers, 

RO made of sheet-brass. which does not rust of burn out, should last a lifetime. 
4 You need one, but they cost 25¢ more than tin of the same size. The little 

pen cut shows our brass hinge put on the three larger sizes. No wonder 
Bingham’s 4-inch Smoke Engine goes without puffing, and 

=) ae Does Not Drop Inky Drops. in| 
VAJi ] ne perforated steel fire-grate has 381 holes to air the fuel and support the 

| / fire. Prices, Heavy Tin Smoke Engine, four-inch Stove, per mail, $1.50; 3%- 
i inch, $1.10; three-inch, $1.00; 24-inch, 90¢; two inch, 65c. 

are the original, and have all the improvements, and have been the STANDARD OF BX- 
CELLENCE for'22 years. 

I haye used Bingham Smokers ever since they first came out. Working from three to 
} seven hundred colonies twelve months in the year. I ought tc know what is required in 

asmoke The Doctor3% inch just received fills the bill. Respectfully. 
O. W. Osporn. 

Mt. Pleasant, Mich., Aug. 7th. 1896. 
Dear Gir—Smokers came 0. K. They are the best Ihave ever seen; sell like hot cakes 

Respectfully, Wa. BAMBU. 

With a Bingham Smoker that will hold a quart of sound maple wood, the bee-keepers’ 
trials are all over fora long time. Who ever heard of a Bingham Smoker that was too large 
or did not give perfect satisfaction. The world’s most scientific and largest comb honey 

Z ——— ai 
FAT. 1879.) , 

producers use Bingham Smokers and Knives. The same is true of the world’s largest pro- 

ducers of extracted honey Before buying a smoker or knife hunt up its record and pedigree. 
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We have made many improvements this year in the manufacture of bee supplies. 
The following are some of them: Our hives are made of one grade better lumber than 
heretofore, and all that are sent out under our new prices, will be supplied with separators 
and nails. The Telescope hive has a new bottom board, which is a combination of hive 
stand and bottom hoard, and is supplied with slatted tinned separators. The Higginsville 
Smoker is much improved, is larger than heretofore, and b-tter material is used all through. 
Our Latest Process Foundation has no equal, and our highly px lished sections are superb in- 
deed. Send 5c for samp'e copy of these two articles, and be convinced. The Daisy Founda-~ 
tion Fastener—well, it isa daisy now, sure enough, with a pocket to catch the dripping wax 
and a trendle soit can be worked by the foot. Prices as low as conservative. considering 
the big advance in raw material. If you have not received our new catalogue. send for it 
at once, Samplc¢ copy of the PROGRESSIVE BEE-KrEpER free. Address, 

Higginsville, Mio. 
a ee East St. Louis, Ils. 

9 Omaha, Neb.
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About Entrances z 160) but they are few. The ever-widen- fy 
At What Temperature can Comb be | > ; 

Bulle? oe a eee 150 ing conceptions of knowledge are fa 

Decoy for Swarms... 159 easier, and more inspiring, formost fi 
Do Bees Prepair Different Kinds of writers, than the patient reiteration fy 

PO0d? oes nsese scence MB of principles already established; 
Don’t Trust Entrance Guards. ....... 154 ae ’ 
Marly Pollen 2 158 and, in addition, to adapt these to fy 

Encouraging Brood-Rearing 160 the needs of the novice requires pe- ffx 

Gil M, AY.s.2 BN hee eee LY culiar talents. Still, though we may §2 

eee ee in Bee-Weeping Eres ae praise and admire those talents, ffi 
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Keep one Colony for the Purpose.....159 praise is due also to the self-sacri- i 
Mostly for Beginners ee 140 tice which accompanies the exercise }; 
Packing Pollen 158 of what is tedious and somewhat 9} 
Sys ciiete er ae Gaze ae thankless task at best; not praise, py 
pues ole pweller a however, in the form of wordy com- fj 

A $ pliments, but more substantial rec- 
ognition of aid from the rest of us, fy 

Mostly for Beginners so far as we can render any help ji 
with our inferior talents, in the §y 

ai UA OMRON same lines. As to the disagree- { 
ment among the writers, it is not 

“Kindly stop my subscription to the Pro- only unavoidable, but necessary. 9 
GRESSIVE. It containstoo many quarrels and — Sy ecitic circumstances decide whether fh 
hair-splitting business for a beginner, I ARC OIA Rome oe ese aire 

never suw a single thing advocated that was 2 particular criticism is justified, 9% 
not disputed by some one.” | but in general criticism must be a ff) 

ee aaaun® continual feature to do the most #; 

Though not entirely agreeing, I good, for imperfect apprehension of jf, 
sympathize with Mr. Steeburg. truth is all continual, and many. of }} 

We all need more or less to amend the truths imperfectly apprehended 
the fault of taking too much for are of the utmost importance. | 

granted. Asa partial defense, we To show my appreciation of Mr. |}
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Steeburg’s criticism, I shall make first. he chief danger in so doing 
an attempt, necessarily imperfect, is not so much with the bees as with 
to consider what are the most im- the temptations that beset their 
portant elements of bee-keeping, as owner to spend money in _profitless 
applied to three classes; the begin- directions for their supposed bene- 
ner, the prospective specialist, and fit. 
the amateur. The beginner should In buying, the beginner should 
first find out the essential facts of either be sure that foul brood does 
the business by readinga bee-book. not exist where he buys, or that 
Otherwise he may lose much by the seller knows what foul brood 
adopting crazy plans utterly unfit is, and can guarantee that it does 
for the nature of bees, born of his not exist so far as inspection can 

own ignorance or the advice of those determine. Otherwise, he should 
old campaigners who know all about get some competent person to in- 
bees because their fathers kept bee- spect or study up the matter as well 
gums when they were boys. A as he can himself. He should also 
neighbor of mine proposed to divide know the marks of the queenless 
acolony in November because it colonies, chiefly a lack of young 
was so strong, thinking each part brood in the summer, (generally 
would have enough kings. Anoth- accompanied with queen-cells,) or 
er who had just bought fifty colo- exclusively drone brood; drones or 
nies was advised by some to put on drone brood in the fall; and an ab- 
no supers until July. He followed sence of brood inthe spring, at a 
theadvice, and lost a goodly amount time when all colonies with queens 
of honey. have: brood. Queenless or weak 

A bee-paperis of great value. In colonies should not be included in 
my first year of bee-keeping I did the bargain, unless the whole out- 
much utterly valueless work in  fitis bought, when allowance should 
manipulating, relying on a bec-book be made for them. The condition 
considered of some value—I might and make of the hives should affect 
have continued it, but the varied the price, colonies in up-to-date, ac- 
experience of many, given in the curately made standard hives being 
bee-paper, finally opened my eyes worth more to sell again. If the 
to the fact that manipulation has combs are not straight enough to be 

}} but a relative value, and cannot be interchangeable, the colony is worth 
| profitably pursned except when the at least a dollar less. The hives 

} conditions are right. As it was, 1 should not be light in stores. It is 

}} scattered foul brood all over the usual in this locality in buying bees 
‘} yard, with much attendant loss, to consider that one super goes with 
/} labor, and vexation. every hive. But one dimension 
| To start with but few colonies and kind of hives, frames and su- 

and go slow until he gets his hand pers should be started with and 
yin is frequently given as a begin- kept in -the apiary, unless odd 
if ner’s rule. It fits the majority. dimensions and kinds are to be had 

(1 have known of one who started so cheaply as to offset the labor and 

ij with a hundred colonies and was expense of supplanting them. 
(sucessful. ‘To be fairly sure of the No attempt should be made for 
(fundamental principles, and to be the first year or two to pre- 

| able to keep. one’s hands off where vent first swarms. Non-swarming 
he does not understand, are requi- schemes are not for raw beginners. 

, sites to succeed with a number at But the ordinary methods of pre-
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venting after-swarms are to bestudi- ium colony, or two-thirds full, if a 
ed and applied, for they are com- very strong one. 
paratively simple, and make quite In hiving swarms, the spirit-level 
a difference in profits. Colonies should always be used, and the hive 
light in stores are to be fed, but in leveled in the direction which is at 
general spring manipulation is to right angles to the frames. The # 
be avoided, except inspection for framesshould be accurately spaced 
foul brood where necessary, and before the swarm builds combs, 

cleaning of the bottom-boards in  and-should be provided with start- 
early spring. Hives in which the ers of foundation at least an. inch 
bees have died should be watched wide, and wider would be better. 
for and promptly stored away in If narrow, the bees are apt to gnaw 
bee-tight departments for future off that part of the foundation 
disposal. This is absolutely neces- where they are not at work at first, 
sary where foul brood exists. The and then. build crookedly _ there 
times at which flows of honey be- afterwards. V-top bars without 
gin and cease are to be found out foundation should never be relied 
by inquiry of competent bee-keep- on. The object of all this is to 
ers, so as to have everything’ in have colonies in shape to be easily 
readiness. Never buy a hive from and quickly inspected whenever de- 
a neighboring bee-keeper when sirable. Itis sometimes very neces- 
swarming time has come, that is a sary to inspect, especially when 
greater inconvenience to him than foul brood is to be discovered and fp) 
you have any ideaof. The sup- treated. Half- informed bee-keep- 
plies should all be bought, and the ers often say ‘‘I never like to tear 

hives and most of the sections put my colonies all up.” That expres- 
up, before the flow begins, figuring sion is only applicable to colonies 
on three supers of sections to be with combs in poor shape. When ff 
put up foreach colony, springcount. the combs are as they should be, 
The whole number of sections andthe hives accurately made, a 
bought to each colony should some- colony never needs to be torn up to 
what exceed this, say 100 sections be inspected, 
to the colony. They will not all Swarms, unless very late or very 
be used in an average season, but early, should not be hived on ff 
it is better to have them on hand combs, either partially or wholly. 
than to lose honey by not having Full sheets of foundation in the } 
them. If living where sections frames, wired, are not necessary. ff) 
are not easily procurableon short no- J always use starters for increase, }} 
tice, 150 per colony would be better, and believe I get more surplus hon= ff) 
to be absolutely sure. The supers ey by so doing, in connection with 
should be put on a few days before full sheets of foundation in the 
the main flow is expected. A fre- supers, which are put on at once. 
quent mistake of the beginuer is Sundry articles of Messrs. Doolittle }) 
that the first super should be en- and Hutchinson make this plainer 
tirely filled with honey before an- than most of the bee-books. How } 
other is needed. To carry that out to proceed in this manner and at 
always results in the loss of consid- the same time keep out an ordinate 
erable honey. Unless the flow is proportion of drone-comb is to be 
expected to close soon, a second found out by study of the bee-books § 
super is added as soon as the first or inquiry of the bee-papers; but if 
one is three-fourths full, if a med- one shuns the care necessary, let
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him use full sheets of foundation combs 100 per cent better(on paper) 
in the brood-chambers, for the loss’ than the old kind. The beginner 
of honey from an inordinate pro- needs to be on his guard from the 
portion of drone-comb is certainly very start, for those whom he sup- 
greater than the cost of the founda- poses his best friends will not seru- 

tion. ple to benefit themselves rather 
Many do not use separators in the more than they benefit him. He 

supers. The beginnershoulddo so, should not give quite so much at- 
and reserve until later whether he tention todeciding what is absolute- 
shall continue their nse or not. By ly best, which, with his limited 
adding additional supers before the intelligence at the time, he can not 
first ones are full, ordinary strains possibly do, andif he tries, may 
ot bees will-not fasten the combs choose something which will have 
totheseparators. Separatored honey — to be entirely thrown away; but he 
has the preference with many bay- should rather consider what to 
ers. Unseparatored honey, with un- adopt, which can still be utilized if 
skilful producers, is likely to be he should. change his original in- 
very largely second grade, there- tentions. When equally competent 
fore less profitable, by bulging be- authorities give opposite advice, he 
yond the edges of the sections. may be sure it is not on some point 

The honey should be assorted in which he absolutely needs to decide 
xt least two grades of excellence, before he can successfully keep 
and in order to secure a uniform bees. Nor should he on the other 
standard, eastern bee-keepers should hand drop his paper because it 
follow what are known as the gives opposite sides of disputed 
Washington rules, published in points. That does not excuse him 
most of the journals. They are fromstudyingthem. By continually 
faulty, but until they are replaced, so doing, and by combining that 
one faulty set of rules is better study with- experience, he arrives 
than several good ones. much quicker at the amount of 

The beginner can not know by probable truth in each than the ex- 
intuition, and must follow advice; perience of one alone, and that one 

yet, since much of it is misleading, a novice, can help him. 
he should be forewarned. The The beginner who follows these 

money of novices, more than that directions wiil soon have a small 
of any other class, rewards the in-  apiary in which not much will have 
ventors of most of the devices to be made over to produce honey 
brought out. The advanced bee- for profit. He should now. take 
keeper is successful without them. more than one _ bee-paper. The 
The beginner, who cannot boast of world moves and competition is 
more wisdom can at least let them always valuable, and often unex- 
alone, with the risks attendant, pectedly so; time is money, and 
until the time when his own ex- all possible short cuts cannot be 
perience enables him to decide for thought out by one alone. As 
or against it. Especially if the there is a degree of uncertainty in 
evidence in favor is nothing more the business, he should have more 
than testimonials, refrain. Any- than one apiary, and the conditions 
thing can rake up testimonials now- surrounding each should be as 
adays, from electric belts and Prof. different as possible, so that if the 
Weltmer to sections which fill crop fails in one, it may not in all. 
themselves around the edges of the He should have bees of good stock,
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and be able to rear his own queens. they would not be leaders, but co- 
He should understand the essentials workers. Enthusiasm is delightful, 
of apiary management, and if possi- but the more enthusiasm, the more 
ble learn them in the apiary of an danger of exaggerating the signifi- 
experienced bee-keeper; for one cance of discoveries. We can wel- 
year of practice, in this business is come and cherish the amateur only 
worth several yearsofprecept. He in porportion to his enthusiasm for 
should more and more learn to re- truth. He who wilfully suppresses 

* serve his judgement, and not fol- truth, even though an enthusiast, 
low the leaders just because they earns nothing but contempt in the 
say athing is so. There are ail end. As we cannot teach the ama- 
kinds of axes being ground, com- teur how to be successful, study be- 
mercial and otherwise, and many ing its own reward, our require- 
who give advice are not competent ments of him are limited to those of 
to prove what they say. Heshould justice: he should study the truth 
join with other bee-keepers in seil- most of all, and in doing so, the 
ing his honey through organized ef- conditions of practical apiculture, so 
fort; for experience has proved that as not to cause loss to those who 
it can be successfully done at a _ put faith in his teachings. 
greater profit than by selling to On page 44, 1 should have said, 
small dealers. Home marketing, and I think did say in my manu ff 
enough to take the whole crop, de- script, that one who has handled 
mands peculiar qualifications, plenty © much honey said recently ‘The fu- 
of room, and much hard labor, and ture of pxrracrrp honey is not 

is beyond the reach of the average bright”, not of honey in general. 
specialist. He should realize and Denver, Colo. 
put to account the fact that bee- a5 eee a 
keeping, when pursued asa special: 7 7 
ty (not otherwise), offers, peculiar TheAmateur Bee-Keeper 

advantages to the comparatively GNP Bcents, and eet a copy of 
poor man who wishes to be a man, QA ~ the Amateur Bec-Keeper, a . eos Bs ook especially for beginners, ‘by 
not an animal, by cultivating the Sa Prof.J. \V. Rouse. By mail, 28¢. 
higher powers of the mind and the Sey, Address, LEAHY MFG. CO., 
higher aspirations of humanity. d ~ Higginsville, - - Missouri. 

Mites Vecause of theleisure which, Sic se Sy eylete SO 
iiairords-during’-a ‘portion sofethe = =a Pie a 
year, when rightly managed. ™ 1901. & 

The typical apicultural amateur is 
another being. "He is the lover of Golden Italian Queens. 
bee-culture for its own sake. As A 1901. K 
has been pointed out, a few of his Untested, April, May and June, 
inventions, such as the movable $1.00 each; $11.60 per doz. After 
frame and the extractor, have been June, 50c each: $500 per dez __ .. 

of incaleulable. bonalt. “Yat we Bd. geal, move Breeding 
need to be somewhat on our guard 
against him. He is as liable as not, i 
in his ungoverned enthusiasm, to Ue eon ARO ces 
make pushing and booming and $1.00 each. Kges from 94 scorins 
electropoise—like testimonials do birds @ $1.00 per: 15.. ..-...452.. 
duty for tests. Our leaders are  @eo, W. Cook, --- Spring Hill, Kas. 

more or less amateurs, otherwise Please mention the “Progressive. 4-4t
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A Good Smoker for a Little Money. knife shave off the top of each plug 
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> anvils aE : Any time previous to cell start- “The ‘Higginsville’ Smoker is a Dandy 2 ; : 

with a big D.” J. M. Moore, Holden, Mo. ing put the top-bar out in the sun 

Price 75¢; by mail, $1. Address CC enn oe Bee SON 23s the oe 
3 becomes pliable pressa wire nail, 

PAPI AIPEPPPA PERE PAID DANS 6 e 
or skewer, into the center of each 

LEAHY MFG. COMPANY, plug so as to form holes about one- Higginsville, Mo. 3 pag 20! Se 
fourth inch deep; now with a cell- 

taanaeremnnrmmmnnnnnnd forming stick neatly. and careful- g ) 
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ly enlarge each hole to resemble the over and over. Clean out the jelly 
bottom of a natural queen cell. By carefully and graft them again. Such 
first passing your forming stick to cells may be supplied with eggs and 
the mouth and then rapidly twirl- placed in the center of a powerful 
ing it between the thumb and fore- colony, during the swarming season, 
finger, in the bottom of each cell, and every one will be worked out 
you will secure that smooth surface by the bees, queen present. In this 
so important for perfect success. event the division-tins, zinc and 

; nee sponges must be in place. : 
eS Age To use the cage for keeping sur- 
Se hi plus laying queens safely for an in- 
fee lle theless eee | definite leneth of time, cover the 
so ae (———¥; perforated metal with wire net and 
Seana ee fleine\ce 7] hang the cage among a few queenless 

2] _ _ | oh u ri bees and at the end of three days 
cn <L154)) remove the net and allow the bees 

Se eA PZ ZEN I aes 
poco ra ao to enter the compartments—give 

ae only capped brood to this colony. 
: parame Faas To remove queens from the cage 

BEE HE Bel Fe We BS turn the frame upside down, draw 
3 HSH appa ie, el bee one of the sponges and allow queen 
Ha SS eee cca to run up into a little wire-covered 
HEPES i ee | SS] ) block made for the purpose. 

Ea fe 4 This “cage,” as now made, is of 
SWARTHMORE CAGE. a size to fit six to a Hoffman frame; 

AO Rtrips: 1_View of zinesiae, 0 across and three up and down. 
B—Wire screen. 2= 2) wire side. A little more space is given to 

C= eed Senpiesed View. each compartment than what is 

Ae OES with solid wax pluses. shown in the drawing so as to give 
G—Wax plugs pressed in cup form. plenty of room for the bees to work 

Eee Gaup ce cotnvated with Honey. on the cells with division tins in 
J—Staples: to fasten perforate: metal. place. 
K—Saw grooves to hold division tins. = 

i : i 5 : An improvement has been made 
To make a forming stick, whittle in the manner of fastening the zincin 

asoft pine stick, about the size of jlacealso in the manner of apply- 
an ordinary lead pencil, rounding  jng the plugs which will be fully 
and smooth and then polish with explained ata later date—with the 
fine sandpaper—always moisten the — editor’s kind permission. 

the forming tool between the lips In the keeping of surplus queens 
before pressing it into the cell-plugs. this cage is very useful in that vir- 

Select none but just-hatched eggs gin or fertile queens may be kept on 
and with a camel’s-hair brush, quill, and in large numbers withoutethe 

or pointed tool, lift the “little use of a separate nucleus for each 
worm” tenderly and deposit it in queen. 

the bottom of the plug-cup in the The time is coming when we shall 
same position it oceupied in the pe enabled to mate young queens 

comb. Any method of transfer or directly from compartments arrang- 
grafting may be practiced. ed on the principle of this cage, all 

After the queens have hatched in one colony, without the. trouble 
from a cagefull, do not destroy the of providing a separate hive for 
cells—save them; they can be used each queen—my experiments the
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coming season are to be conducted before the convention, instead of 

with thisendin view. he readers from their imagination for thin facts, 
of the ProGresstve shall certainly I think it will be plain to them that, 
be informed of the success of the I did not make an undue use of the 
experiments at earliest possible date, capital I, nor did I take unto my- 
that is providing, of course, that self all the glory of producing my 

_the editor allow us to use his valua- magnificent last year’s crop of comb 
ble space. honey (an average of 173 spring 

We have brought through the count.) 

winter, several extra queens, con- If I had given the impression that 

fined in Swarthmore cages, which a bee-keeper means a man and wom- 
were placed directly in the midst of an, and some children, I will stick to 
full colonies late last autumn, and it, and say that a man possessing the 
then later removed to a cellar where above mentioned perquisite, is a 
they are to remain until settled purrmr bee-keeper at least than any 
warm weather—curiosity often «old bach” Thompson, Rambler and 
spoils some of the best experiments, Eversole et-el, to the contrary not- 

and I fear, for this reason, I shall withstanding. 
not be able to report fully on the Why every man nearly, takes a 
wintering of ‘several queens” to  wifg just before he accomplishes 
the colony for some time to come. anything notable, or at least soon 

Swarthmore, Pa. after— witness Gen. Fred Funston 
Fase reas and Admiral Geo. Dewey. The 
M. A. GILL. only reason why I can accomplish 

ies aS more with bees than friend Thomp- 
Editor ProGressive BEE-KEEPER: — gon is just because of ‘that woman” 

On page 8 of the January No. (of and those children that he has chos- 
the Progressive) and on page 86 en to hold up before the public 
of the Mar. No., F. L. Thompson gaze. You see, Mr. Editor, while 
and Somnambulist each take a turn friend Thompson is scalding out his 
of thrashing me onthe ground like milk bottle and fixing up sommrmine 
a rooster would an s+oldmeat rine”. agreeable to the average ‘‘old bach” 
I see Tam up ‘for trial” I had stomach for dinner and arranging 
thought first that I would enter the — his toilet for the days work, I can 
plea of not guilty; but upon second order the son to hitch up the team 
thought I will let charges stand while I fill the wagon with what is 
where friend Thompson makes me needed for the day; daughter can 
say that a bee-keeper means one put up agood dinner of good whole- 
man and one woman and three chil- some home-made rolls, Jersy butter 
dren—by making the number of chil- and take from the oven, a big, hot, 
dren unlimited, as I have seven. ice pudding that will be nice and 

In the short and hurried conver- healthful for dinner, while mother 
sation held in the corridor of the js picking up and giving orders 
capitol, just before the session al- to the other daugther as to the 
luded to, in friend Thompson’s arti- household duties for the day. 
cle, I failed, perhaps, to give the All aboard! and off we go for the 
names and date of birth of each one  day’s work, all with a common in- 
of us, knowning the aversion old  terest,,none of us drawing wages but 
bachelors have forsuchthings. But, all working for a common fund out 
if friend Thompson and Somnanbu- of which the next years larder must 
list will draw from my utterance, be kept full. Arthur must have
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his expenses paid as a senior in the After 28 Years. 
University; Ethel must attend the We are not much in sympathy with adver- 

j “4 . a tisers who make use of extravagant claims as 
High School; Helen must have some icing “biggest.” the “best on earth.” “none so 
music lessons, another payment on~ good.” etc. When. however these or similar 

: e claims are borne out by the actual facts we be- 
the piano and M. A. Jr. must have — iteve that the advertiser has not only a per- 

‘ 3 : a fect right, but that he should make the facts 
clothes and books .along with the  puiiic. “Enis is brought to mind by theavder- 
lickings he is liable to get before  tisement of the Pikhart Carriage and Harness 
another crop comes in. asa 

The ‘‘old back” hasn’t these in- pes 
centives and if he has hired help, dey) Ly Cy 

re Ls ee po es, as ATA mo 
e most they care for as ‘‘a rule /\\ GSN 1G. \ ae ef ENR YD 

is plenty to eat and time to medi-  [ EN) m=, <\ 
tate. 1 wonder if it would be news \ SF] NY IF we. 

to either the gentlemen named in S IANS NLS J 
this article, that ‘‘incentive’ cuts = oe ae 
quite a figure in the size of the Oe oes er = ee 

Gr a Ww. .  Mannfacturing Co., of Elkhart, Ind., who reg- 
honey crop as well as along other  {iinly use this paper inseason. These people 
lines of success in life. for the pastseveral years have been laying 

I Cae claim to being “the largest manufacturers of 
n order to remove those ‘‘mis- vehicles and harness in iene world selling to 0 

i ions” pri the consumer exclusively.” ‘To on who wi 
leading assumptions” that friend fife the pains to investigate, or whatis bet. i 
Thompson so strongly objected to 1 terstill,if iv is possible, goto Elkhart and 

; = . look ovér this institution’ and examine their ff 
will say that I have 600 colonies to methods of doing business thisstatement will ff 

are Y o ~ 79 3 u eur as modest and entirely within ne i 

care for (I say “I Sommy” because  jotngs of trath, Ofcourse this result is not fh 
wife says I am Supt., and all she one of sudden attainment; it has taken more 

erate . than 28 years of hard and persistent effort _ to 
and the children do is to do the — pring this institution up to its present high 
work.) plane. Having decided long ago that the pub- 

i! lic would much prefer to deal direct with the 
I have the hives for the new manufacturer, the man who made the goods. 

-£ if the people but could be convinced that 

swarms already. Wife has 1000 they were getting the vest Hoods af, the low 
fy rs fi ve will hav est procurable price, the Elkhart people in- 

8-frame supers filled and we will have {Yohrated their present system of doing busi- 
2000 ready before the honey flow ness. That their methods have been approv- 

. FF ed and appreciated is evidenced by the growth i 

begins. magnitude and prestige of their present bust. / 
r 7 7 bac eer , ness. In their two factories at Elkhart they 

I want to say to my bachelor friends e**racture 178 styles. of vehicles. and. 64 
that seem to think that a woman stwles.of Tinea sss tn vehicles they are pre- 
a : sf . ared to sup) the public with every a= 

is’nt worth keeping, that wife filled beivavie article from the open busey through. 
30, 8-frame eatin phaetons, stanhopes, a line of top buggies, fp 
60, 8-frame supers with full sheets  Pimoys, two and three Seated carriages, traps: 
of foundation one day last week — spring wagons. ete., to wagonettes, busses and 

. z - ~ all classes of delivery wagons. ‘In harness 
with a Rauchfuss press in six they have anything fom single strap bugey ) 

° : F harness all down the line to best double team 
powsiand ashalt. harness for farm work. 

I am—excuse me, we are so busy area z= 
and will be forsome time that Icannot Do Bees Prepair Different Kinds of 
tell all, nor deny anymore. But if Food? 

friends Thompson and Somnambu- ——— 
list will visit us this season we L. STACHELHAUSEN, —- 

would be very glad and will show In the March No. of the Pro- 
them how we do things. ceressivE, Mr. 8S. E. Miller writes 

The beautiful sentiment that about some problems concerning the 
oozed from the tender heart of Som-  nurishment of the queen and larvae. 

nambulist has touched me and I All these questions are settled since 
would like to meet him. many years, and the American bee- 
Longmont, Colo. keepers could know all about them,
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if they would not generally dislike essary egg-producing food during 
‘too much scientific explanations. the swarming mania. 
Once in a while I have said some- But, Mr. Miller asks some more 
thing in the bee-papers about the questions: 
nurishment of the bees, and had ‘Does this food differ in any way 
done more in this line, if the read- from the food supplied the larve in- 

ers, as well as the editors, would be tended to produce workers?” 
more favorable to these questions. The larvae receive quite the same 
So even our prominent bee-keepers food, that is chyle regurgitated from 
show their lack of knowledge inthis the stomach of thé worker bee. 
respect. Nevertheless we find the necessary 

Now, I will try to answer Mr. difference in nurishing of the differ- 

Miller’s questions: ent kinds of larvae. Queen larvae 

“Do the worker bees with-hold are supplied with pure chyle till the 
from the queen egg-producing food, cell is capped in large quantities; 
when they contemplate swarming?” we call this food royal jelly. Work- 

We know, since more than 45 er and drone larvae receive the same 
years, that the queens and drones  chyle during the first 3 days only, : 
never eat pollen, but the worker afterwards the food is less digested 
bees feed them a food, which they by and by, and we call this food 
prepairin their chyle-stomach. Lat- chyme. From the 5th day, till the 
er, it was proven, that this food is cell is capped, honey and pollen is 
fully digested pollen, iscalled chyle fed ro WoRKER, AS WELL AS DRONE 
and is identical with the blood of Laryan. 
the bee. Besides this, queens and Mr. Miller thinks that bees may 
drones help themselves to honey, prepair various kinds of food for 
which is fully digested nectar. So different purposes. If we see the 
we see, in the body of the queen, no analysis (of V. Planta) of the differ- 
digestion at all takes place, and she ent larval foods, it may seem so. At 
is fully dependent on the workers present we are of the opinion, that 
for nurishment. This chyle is reach the chemical composition of the 
and albumen, and very nurishing. chyle (and consequently of the blood 
A good queen in a strong colony is too) is different to a certain degree 
able to lay 3000 eggs or more aday; according to circumstances, and we 
as these 3000 eggs weigh 0.60 grains think this of much influence on the 
and the queen herself 0.20 grains impulses of the bees, (see my article 
only, she is able to lay eggs, of 3 in ‘Southland Queen,” Aug., 1900.) 
times her own weight per day. But atone and the same time the 
This enormous ability of produc-  chyle of the bees of a certain colony 
tion is possible only, because the is the same, no difference whether it 
worker bees prepair the blood for is fed to larvae or to queens or 
the queen and feed it to herin large drones. Other writers are of the 
quantities. opinion, that the young nurse-bees 

We see that the quantity of eggs prepaira different chyle according 
laid by the queen is dependent of to their age. As long as we have 
the quantity of this albuminous | no more chemical analysis, we are 
food she receives from the worker dependent on suppositions, and it 

bees. So we see it can be nodoubt, would take too much space for this 
that Mr. Miller is correct, when he article to explain the different 

supposed that the worker bees did theories. 
not supply the queen with the nec- Converse, Tex.
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At What Temperature can Comb be J. W. Rouse’s answer —In regard to 
Built. the question you are propounding or 

ee rather expect me to propound,—I will 

R. B. Leany, Higginsville, Mo. say I do not know, but offer the follow- 

Dear Friend—It is generally conced- ing: 1 have seen bees fly, I now think, 

ed that a high temperature is required With the temperature as lowas 40 de- 
to enable bees to build comb. Ishould tees, but not much, they fly some bet- 

like for you (if not too much trouble) to tet at 45 degrees, and work at po de- 
propound the following question to sreesse Tconclude that they couldn tdo 

some of the wise men of the East. say much, if anything below 50 degrees, 

Miller, Doolittle and others, and if in | butasto what the temperature would 
time, have their answer appear in the Pe inside the hive I do not know, but 
April issue. suspect not lower than 90 degrees. I 

Question—What is the lowesttemper- ave heard that chicken eggs have 
ature at which bees can build comb? been hatched over the brood nest of a 
If you don’t know, make a guess. colony of bees which takes 103 to 105 

Between March the Ist and 22na degrees, but I do no believe this unless 

1901, a colony of beestthat I had moved, it would be in July or August, when it 
built two more combs about six inches 18 Very warm weather and I would then 
wide, twosmaller.on each side about 0ubt the statement. Never having 
3x6 inches and one or two still smaller suitable thermometor, for the purpose, 

outside of this I have never experimented along this 

These combs were built fast to the line. I feel interested in the matter, 

cover of a simplicity hive inthe upper and will look for the replies from the 

story above the chaff cushion that cov- ‘‘big guns.” Mexico, Mo. 

ered the frames. C. C. MILLER’S answer—If you mean 

You probably remember that we had at what temperature of the brood-nest 

very little mild weather during that pees can build comb, it may be replied 

time: that itis somewhere inthe nineties prob- 
I should like to see the replies to the ably. From your accompanying remarks 

question first, and will then give acom- however, it seems that you mean the 

plete account of the occurrence forthe temperature of the atmosphere sur- 

May PROGRESSIVE. rounding the hive, That’s another thing 
2 Weather here is not favorable tothe and the temperature depends some- 

bees. We have had scarcely any sun- what upon the strength of the colony. 

shine for the past week or ten days. Ifa single bee is exposed toa freez- 
Yours truly, ing temperature, it will-be a dead bee 

S. E. MILLER. in ashort time. Possibly it ought not 

G. M. Doorrrrie’s Answer—From +0 be called a dead bee, for it can be 

90 to 98 degrees is required for success- revived if brought into a warm place 

ful comb building INSIDE THE CLUSTER if it has not been left frozen too long. 

OF THE BEES. The outside tempera- If there be a Cluster of bees, the bee 

ture has much to do with the matter, in the center of the cluster will not 

but bees can raise the temperature to succumb to the cold as soon as the single 

the brood rearing and comb buildiig bee, but it will succumb. If there be 

point even in zero weather so that some 50,000 bees in the cluster, with plenty 

comb can be built and brood reared, Stores within easy reach, a freezing 

as has been proven many times. And temperature will not affect them un- 

that “point” is always from 90 to 98 de- favorably at all, Anda much smaller 
grees according to tests made with a cluster than 50,000 will withstand with- 
self-registering thermometor. out injury, the same temperature.
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Somewhere between the single bee rise to that of summer, and we have 

and the cluster of 50,000, there must be the paradox that the colder the weath- 

found, the smallest cluster, that will er, the warmer the cluster. 

withstand a temperature of 82 degrees, It must not be understood that the 

and a cluster of any less size will suc- heat in the center of the cluster must 

cumb. What the size of that cluster depend entirely on the surrounding 

is, Ido not know. [wish I did. ’ temperature. Anything that excites 

It is also tru2 that a cluster of 50,000 the bees to greater activity’ will in- 

bees will stand a temperature much crease the heat of the cluster, so that 

lower than 32 degrees. For bees, to a temperature MAY be brought up at 

certain extent, make theirown temper- anytime; but as the outside tempera- 

ature. Somewhere in the neighbor- ture lowers theinside MUST be brought 

hood of 50 degrees, is as low as bees up if the colony is not to perish. 

seem to like in winter, for the tempera- With these principles fairly under- 

ture of the outer part of the cluster. stood, we are ready for the question, 

When it gets below that, there willbe ‘‘What is the lowest temperature of 

a stirring of the cluster to increase the the air surrounding the cluster that 

heat, each bee being a little furnace will allow the bees to build comb?” 

with honey as fuel. The answer is that the colder the sur- 

Suppose that the air surrounding rounding air the more nearly will the 

the cluster is at 40 degrees. Suppose heat of the cluster be to the point of 

also that the temperature of the clus- comb-building, so there is no degree 

ter is-50 degrees, and that the bees are of cold so severe that comb-building 
entirely dormant. In that case it is may not take place, unless so severe 

quite clear that the cluster will gradu- as to stupall vital action, a degree that 

ally cool down tillit is of thesametem- is never reached under natural. condi- 

perature as the surrounding air. But tions when a strong colony has plenty 

the bees are not dormant, and they will of stores within easy reach. 

at Once proceed to bring up the temper- It may occur to someone to inquire: 

ature. Just so long as the cluster is ‘Why is it we are so constantly told 

warmer than the surrounding air, heat that about 45 degrees is the proper 

will be given off from the cluster, and temperature for a cellar, if 56 degrees 

a continual production of heat will be is the temperature to which the cluster 

necessary to replace that which is lost must be raised? Why not have the 

by radiation. That radiationis always cellar at 50 degrees and save the bees 

of necessity from the outer surface of the trouble of raising that additional 

the cluster, so the outer surface will 5 degrees?” The answer is easy. 

always be cooler than the center, or in Practical experiment has shown that 

other words the center will be some- bees are quieter at 45 degrees than at 

where above 50 degrees. 50 degrees. That answer may silence, 

Now suppose the outer temperature but with some it will not fully satisfy. 

keeps. getting lower and lower. The Well, then, the answer may be some- 

lower it gets, the more rapid the radia- thing like this: The bees are never en- 

tion from the surface of theecluster, and _ tirely dormant, so they are always pro- 

the heat in the center of thecluster that ducing a little heat, andif the surround- 

was sufficient when the surrounding ing air be at 50 degrees then the addi- 
air was at 40 degrees will no longer tional heat produced by the bees will 

suffice. So the heat must be increased run it above&0 degrees. Moreover it 

in the center of the cluster, and when is not possible to keep the air of the 

the outer air becomes cold enough, the cellar constant, and if it is alittle too 

heat in the center of the cluster will cold the bees can bring it up, but if it
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is too warm they cannot cool it down. as they had not had a chance to seal it, 

Marengo, lls. but as there is usually an accumulation 

My question under date of April 5was of propolis around the rim andI had 

sent to Doolittle, Miller and Rouse and driven two nails diagonally through 

as I presume the Kditor intends giving the rim of the cover and top of body, 

their replies in connection with this, this may have made it a fairly tight 

it will not be necessary for me to give compartment. 

them here, I will therefore proceed to And now as to the temperature (out- 

relate the circumstances: side to which I of course-:had reference. ) 

; On March 1st, I moved four or five I have taken the twenty days between 

colonies adistance of about three miles Mar. Ist. and 22nd. Fortunately my 

ona common farm wagon. As Ihad father happened to be keepinga record 

some others which I wished totake to during the time. To give the temper- 

the home yard on my return tripI did ature foreach day would require too 

not take time to examine them after much space, so I will give only the 

placing them on their stands, but sim- highest, lowest and means in degrees 

ply opened the entrances and departed. and hundreths. 

The frames in these hives are mostly Highest temperature, 72 degrees. 

the lose hanging frames having metal Lowest a 18 fe 

corners. Mean € 44 A dd 

On March 22, I visited this yard and Mean maximum 52 se -70 

examined the bees, and notwith- Mean minimum 36 . 40 

standing the metal covered frames, The mean temperature outside we 

bad roads, and a wagon withoutsprings, see, was 44 degrees and 55 hundredths. 

found most of the moved coloniesingood Rather a low temperature for comb 

shape and the frames very little shak- building, is it not? I admit that I had 

en out of place. However, [found one not given this matter much thought, 

exception, as the cover was nailed down but had I been asked about it I should 

T had to pry pretty hard to remove it, likely have said that bees would not 

and after the nails had pulled out the build comb at that temperature, at 
cover still seemed too heavy. least not combs of considerable size. 

Imagine my surprise, when’ looking But when we strike some of these old 

‘on the under side, to finda cluster of heads we find they know all about it. 

bees larger than the crown of my hat, Friend Rouse. your modesty and hon- 

hanging to it. Soon I saw beautiful esty admit that you do not know much 

white comb in the midst of the cluster about it and get some of that chicken 
and further examination showed eggs, business mixed in with it. Anyone 

larva, and sealed brood and alsoquitea would know from that, that you-are a 

bit of nice honey in the combs. chicken fancier. 
The frames had become jostled out Doolittle, you give us the factsin a 

of place while on the wagon; some few words and to the point. I can see 

crowded together and some far apart. by your letter that you were in a hurry. 

Evidently this did not:suit the bees, so My father is one of those very polite 

they concluded to move up stairs. writers who never has time to write, 
This was a ten framesimplicity hive, and occassionally his epistles come 

with an empty body on top and about back to him for identification and then 

afour inch chaff cushion in this over he hasa hard time of it. But never 

the frames. Over the cushion there mind [ had no trouble in reading it, I 

was only the ordinary simplicity cover am used to such things. 

and to this the bees had attached their Miller, you have used a type-writer 

combs. The cover was not sealeddown sol have nothing to say even if you
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did make a lot of saw-bucks. Really In the first place I will givean item rarely 

you have given vs an excellent article epee cee matter, and yone 
a i ‘e which [ consider of first importance, whic! 

0 3 st a d s ; 
n the subject and ifwhat I have said is, that a queen having her wings clipped 

does not amount to much, | am glad short is much more readily found when look- 
to have induced you to write it, for I ed for than one which has her wings; and as 
feel that it will greatly interest many in our manipulations with the bees it is often 

of the PROGRESSIVE readers. Strange ReEeeE ary LO) eee ne geen 180 38 tokeeD oe 
x where we desire, this finding of a queen is 

I had not thought about this. When quite an important item. 

the bees find it is getting colder out- Second. In the swarming season we have 
side they raise more steam, that is, complete control of the bees, so that we can 

take on more cool (honey) just as we compel chem e dos sre like. 

put more wood or coul in the stoves in In treating on contraction F. 
our houses when we hear the wind rag- Greiner begins with a quotation 

ing outside. from Dr. Dzierzon: 

Now, Mr. Doolittle, one more question “The art of securing a crop of honey in an 
If bees CAN build comb when the mean _ Off-year is understood only by those who have 
temperature outside is 44 degrees and fully grasped what the nature of the bee is. 
ae ss . in particular as it relates to their increasing 
55 hundreths, and those on top of their tendency.” 

cushion, up against the bare roof, why According to his ideas nothing is more de- 

do they not need to be stuffed up and  trimental to the storing of honey than excess- 

padded around to induce them to build ive brood-rearing at a time when the harvest 
e 5 es ae is on; but he says in good years the bees will 

comb when the temperature outside is crowd the borod-nest with the honey suffi- 
80 to 90 degrees? I believe they do, ciently, and thus reduce the amount of brood 
or have believed it, but I should like in the hive to a safe allowance. In years 
for some one to tell me why, 1 believe when the flow is light. the bee-master must 

: Tv d Hts d A see to it that too much brood is not reared; 
it. To prevent draughts and retain je must contract the brood-chamber. Dzier- 
the beat do you say? Well then how zon advances here another and singular idea; 

did that colony manage it, and how  heclaims in a poor honey-season the bee- 

about bees that build their combs to master will reap greater profits from his bees 

S imbiot % ote than in a good season, on the basis that in a 

the limb of a tree as ave seen them poor season he alone has honey to sell, and 
do? that at a good price, while in a good season 

Bluffton, Mo. every bee-keeper has honey to sell, the mar- 
++Or+— rs kets are overstocked and the prices are too 

Sooo ee eee eee eee eee eee low to leave a profit. 

e@ Good Things in the SRE e He concludes his comment by 
$ Bee-Keeping Press. = ve $ warning against a too severe re- 
$ Somnambulist ... - AP § striction, saying: 
©0000 000000000000 000000008 Five L-frames are the minimum and six are 

Queen clipping time the most in- _ better. 
teresting, yes fascinating feature of With two or more selections from 
bee-keeping. Ob! the many happy Mr. Greiner’s article we must pass 
hours spent in the warm, health-in- on. 

splring life, giving sunshine and It is stated in the Leipziger Bienen-Zeitung 
bracing, balmy air. Happy bee- that bees stupefied with puff-ball will, when 
keepers! How many of them, stop they regain consciousness, have no recollect- 
to think that the dollar and cent of atty (prey Ous Coc mrrence: This peculiarity, 

. 3 oe if true, may be made use of in case of bees 

stimulus is not all the benefit de- — ropping, the robber colony tobe treated; al- 
rived from the pursuit. soincase of moving bees a short distance. 

Doolittle in American Bee-Keeper, Poisonihg bees is upheld by law in Bavaria. 
« ; ae The bees of a bee-keeper in Grossengull gives two g reas ying g 

SiNecs Un good Teasons +01 clipy uns; were being robbed by those of another bee- 
ueene: keeper near by. The first named shut his
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bees in and placed poisoned honey near his different positions, and by taking them 
hives. The result was that colonies of the away together, the entrancecan be made of 

neighbor were very seriously injured. Com- _ eight different dimensions. 

plaint was made and the offender sentenced Gravenhorst’s Bienenzeitung gives a pic- 

to twenty days’ jail and to pay a fine of $75. ture of Alberti’s wander-wagon for migratory 
Excepiton was taken and when the matter bee-keeping. It is really a house-apiary on 

came:before the higher court the ‘former de- wheels; contains 50 colonies, and costs $150. 
cision was annulled. All bee-keepers of Ger- | When the harvest is better elsewhere than 
many should enter their protest; and it would where you are, close the eutrances at night, 
seem to me there would be some work foran hitch on two stout horses, move to the better 
organization. L wonder if the Central Verein place, open the entrances, and ‘the bees are 
and the Wander-Verein of German bee-keep- ready for workin the morning. Extractor, 

ers cannot take care of sucha case. Cases  et¢., areinside the wagon, and the bees re 

of this kind speak very painly for organiza- main the year round. [Dr. Miller sent us a 
tion. The American bee-keepers are well print which we have had en-graved. It is ve- 
situated, if they will only avail themselves of produced on page 289.—Ed.] 

the opportunity offered them, To join the “Some whoare very fond of candied ex- 
National Bee-keepers’ Association is a cheap tracted honey care very little about comb 

way of insuring against these possible dan- honey. Personally, 1 much prefer it in this 
gers. form to comb honey.”"—C. Davenport in Amer- 

ican Bee Journal. “Now. how can a man 
One letter on the Amateur table — taik that way?” will probably be the mental 

begins in this way: comment of many a one whoreads that. But 
reais WaG the new conditions and take {etsare stubborn things. I have a niece who 

. ake will not eat comb honey, but is very fond of 
THE AMERICAN BEE-KEEPER! Bees do not s Rene 3 

i candied extracted. und it is possible there 
give surplus these years to bee-keepers who E Exitace 

Pree Sat Seeen instigate on nteay clings oni Co en ea tetbls “ind poli sne 
Ue dtemdid,. Themen whoare reading pected, that it would make quite a market 

eer ripatide ta tiebectiners sic dading = Cros pene 
out new kinks ee are ot value to the bee- Yes facts are stuborn things, 
keeper who doesn’t live in ashell. If we only and you have only to offer first 

could get every man who owns, even one col- = S 
ony of bees to tuke and read a bee-paper, Class extracted honey a very few 
what qualities of luscious nectar would be years until you will tind smooth 

saved! sailing, the current of public opin- 

This advice is equally applicable 10m not only flowing with you but 
to the Progrussive or any of the ¢@Very now and then some particular 
many live bee papers. The bee- v@ will lend a helping oar just as 
keeper who permits himself to go 1 the above case. And what can 
hungry for bee literature, isrobbing excell pure white candied honey? 
himself immeasurably. Its cream-like consistency, its in- 
As to ‘changed conditions,” about viting aroma, its delicate flavor, ~ 
which much has been said of late, Who can describe its desserts. It 
in many instances, are there not has come to pass that comb honey 

room andeven active demand for as every reason to wish ‘‘tother 
the same? dear charmer away.” 

Dr. Miller’s straw pile in Glean- The jolly Dr. thinks he bas one on 
ings, next attracts our attention: me, as evidenced by the following: 

could say tolabeataicare pneet aceon One who places such hizh estimate upon 
trust entrance. guards or clipped wings to ‘be Value of wives,and shows such discrimina- 
prevent swarms going to the woods. Either ting judgement regarding them. would surely 

one will prevent the queen going away, but D& expected tohavea wife of the best types and 
she will surely be killed a few days latter, Yet: if 1 am rightly informed, Somnambulist, 

[You are correct according to my experience.] bas mp omen Be Spe chicken, Businey—s 
—Ea. had a wife, 

one will like Poole’s entrance-contractor, Make light of ones misfortunes 
p. 238, and some will prefer the simpler plan 5 ; 
Of Langstroth—two triangular blocks, with #04 herald them before the public 
three unequal sides. By placing these in 00, how could you Dr? There ie
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stilla crumb of comfort left me, and for the benefit of those who 

however true this may be, it does may have neither time nor inclina- 
not prohibit my appreciating other tion to contrive a press nor have 
peoples’ wives as well as all other money with which to buy one, I 
good women who happen tobe no- will say that lard presses have been 
body’s wife. The possession of an pressed into service on such occas- 
object sometimes lends us a sort of ions with very satisfactory results. 

-a ‘*matter of course” feeling, while There is also a new fangled mop- 
at the deprivation of thesame leads wringer now on the market which 
us to a knowledge of its true value. with the aid of a piece of gunny 

Over seven pages of Gleanings sack or strong loose meshed cloth 
are occupied by a symposium on makes avery accceptable _ little 
the melting of old combs. The _ press. 

various squeezing devices are de- Nothing like being able to adapt 
scribed and illustrated leaving lit- one’s self to circumstances and 

tle if anything to be squeezed out using up odds and ends that lie all 
of this subject. Exhausting a sub- gpound us. A winter storm tore 

ject on squeezing it dry, is a lead- away ornamental sheet iron work 
ing feature of Gleanings. The ed- f,9m an awning. For months it 
itor winds up all this display of in- lay neglected in a rubbish pile, uv- 

geniousness by the exceedingly ij woman unearthed it, had it 
practical and simple observations: straightened out, and arranged as a 

That it pays; and pays well, to put all the curb around her flower bed, which 
slumgum from old combs ina press of some jit now graces and is at once the 

kind before throwing it away. A good press 2 Rea reee 2 
joughtto pay for Itself inoneday’s time; yes, Wonder and pleasure of each obser 
und [should not be surprised ifit would do vant eye. Changed conditions did 
so in one hour’s time. Ido notknow of any it all, and just so may ‘‘changed 
peter way for: # bec-keeper to muke vood:— conditions raise us\ trom unattract. 
wages than for him to make a Wax-press or : Aten 
Diy one: iveness and neglect to attractive: 

igienadda the follewine: ness and prominence. Not that 
Bee eg cata prominence is so desirable but of 

In every well-regulated apiary, in the the two extremes most people 
course ot afew years there will be a very : ea 5 ms x 

large percentage of old combs that for some V ous prefer the latter oe Think oF 
yeuson ought to berendered up. To put these it ‘‘changed conditions” has more 
in a solar wax extractor isalongjob,andne- than one meaning, it is almost an 
cessurily wasteful in its results, forsunheat \plimited subject, and don’t think 
will get only a part of the wax out of such ee . ceo ” 

Sry. eledow by Gxperiencom we gui = Cumneeuecondi ions Bi es, ie 
put them through the solar machines and others but look at it in the light 
afterward put the refuse into steam wax- of depending mostly on ourselves. 

presses or we could pat them in boiling water, Beside an illustration of Alberti’s 
| pressing out afterward. a /a Gemmill. But wander wagon referred to in Dr.’s 

better, far better, not use the solar wax- Gi 5 aera f 
extractor for old combs at all. Such ma- Straws Gleanings, gives one ot a 

Wi chines are used only in thehandling of new portable honey house or a honey 
wax like burr-combs and new combs, While house on wheels. It has much the 
we still sell solar wax-extractors, and are appearance of any other little house 

glad tosee the sale increase, yet it is only = a thresher! fon 
fair to say that their use is limited. For the Wagon such as threshermen use ror 

}} handling of o1p BLack combs, steam or hot acook shanty, or the itinerant 
water, AND A GOOD PRESS, should be used—  sleight-of-hand performers or pho- 

Wj otherwise there will be an ehormons waste. tographer’s car. Ags threshing is 

As waste may and often does cre- mostly done between the spring and 
ate want, this isno moonshine matter fall flows, it would seem as if the
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same rig or outfit might be made to after them, to see them safely home. 
serve both purposes. I have ten finequeensin my grip here. 

Naptown, Dreamland. “Queens? why I thot they hed § 
Bree kings; thet’s what my dad said, an he 

was a pert bee man. Oh! I see, you 
eee esc ees eee lee Clee eS co got widders.” - 

- ane ‘Why yes, Tom, though I persume 
$ The Gliff-Dwellers: : you are the first man in the world to 

e by @ usethat application, though it fits ft 

3 J. M. Davis, Spring Hill, Tenn. : them—because their sponses are oy 
dead, guess I will have to report tha 

Seccoccecseceseceesooors °° to eins of THE PROGRESSIVE P 
(This story began in the December issue.) BEE-KEEPER.” 

©“That’s all, Tom; most of our troub- “Wats the gressive, Kunnel?” 

les are merely imaginary ones. That “Its a paper or Journal published at [fh 

straw in your wagon is just the thing tigginsville Mo., and a good one, too. fp 
to prevent jarring the the bees and Here is a copy, read it at your leisure, 

breaking the combs. Thanks, Tom, and you will learn something about 
but don’t stand off so far; you didn’t do ecea? 

that bad during the four years you “A Bee-Journal, why I never thot 

fought for your country—besides you they culd print nuffiiu bout bees, to 

were in danger then; now you are not. make a big buke like this, I declar, 
I will sit on the hive to holditsteady.” thets noose tome. Sara Jane anI will [f 

“All right, Kunnel; Git up, Bob. hey a picnican no mistake.” 
Say, Kunnel, wat you go four-hundred “Tom, stop just a minute, until T 
miles fur them bees for? I’ve got ten turn this hive. YouseeI have it sit- 

gums up in my orchard thet I'll sell ting crop-wise of the wagon, so that 
you fur ten dollars, cause they do me as the wheels pass over rocks, or drop jp 
no good.’” down in these ruts, the comb will re- 

“TL have plenty bees, Tom; but these ceive the jar endwise, and not be brok- 
are a new kind that Billings and I im- en, They are much harder to break 

ported from Bologna, Italy, They are that way; but going up this very steep jf 

larger than your bees, more prolific. hill it would cause the hive to lean ff 
stronger, have a longer proboscis and sideways, and the comb is much easier 

and can gather honey from flowers not to break out that way, besides its get- ff 
visited by the native bee—besides they ting quite hot now, which makes the 

are perfectly gentle, and rarely ever comb break easily. All right now, 
sting.” and when we get to the top of the hill & 

“Wal, Kunnel, thetsa heap 0’ squr- _[ will change it back as it was at first. > 
rels up one tree. Did you jist hear Now that was a hard pull, alright [R* 

thet, or do you know it? I’ve heard of again, Tom, but drive slow this isa fy 
the high-heel’d bees, but I didn’t be- very rough road, I wouid not destroy fp 

lieve thar wuz any sich a bee.” this colony of bees for fifty dollars.” 7 
“Yes, Tom;’’ I knew it, I have several “Gee wiz, Kunnel, why I'd sell you I 

hundred colonies of them, andI have hajf dozen yearlings for fifty dollars. 

tested them sufficiently to prove their I never thot they wuz worth morn two § > 

superiority, Mr, Willis, who hastravel- dollars.” 
ed extensively abroad, reported find- “Yes, Tom, they havea full supply qf) 

ing the finest bees in Italy, where of eggsand young larvae and a great 

these came from; and asI wanted to many drones,so I can commence rear- jf 
improve my already good stock ing queens at once—but hers we are. 

limported these, and have just been You tie Bob to that post while I open m*
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the gate, and I will trouble you tohelp ant tight, though just along the edges 

me place the hive under that apple of the floor next the wall, IT keep a 

tree. Never mind, the bees won’t small ridge of quick lime, as a safe 

sting him, they bave to rise above that guard against ants. This incline is to 

row of trees to get out of the bee yard, run my wheelbarrow upon the extract- 

and they will not come down to sting ing floor, which is three feet above the 

anything. Oh! you need not be afraid, main floor, and covers two thirds of the 

the bees will not bother you, even if room, leaving the one third atthe back 

they light on your whiskers, they will end of the room, where you see those 

just rest awhile, and be off about their large honey tanks, they are placed ona 

business. ‘“That’s right, except your strong platform just high enough from 

side is alittle low. Thehive must set the lower floor to draw honey through 

level sideways but pitch a little for- the fancets into the bung hole of the ‘ 

ward to keep the raise from runningin barrels, or into bottles or tin cans. 

on the bottom board. I will just re- The tanks hold sixty gallons each. 

move this wire cloth from theentrance, The honey runs from the extractor 

and place this quietly over the screen you see fastened to this frame, which 

on top, and let them havea fly, while makes it just the right height for con- 
I sho ou around the yard. Now,  Venience also, to allow the honey to 
eee tee a aa 7a oe the lie Tun from the extractor through’ that 

i e to tell my friends tin gutter on the strainer cloth you see 
ue I know, if it will benefit them. I stretched over the tank; this saves 
know that youare my friend for you handling buckets of honey. The tanks 
risked your life at Missionary Ridge You see with the cloth stretched tight 
ho tale 6 the battle Geldc while so ~” them, are full of honey; the thin 
eee Ee pte eu ona “© cloth keeps out trash, and at the same 

bullets were flying as thick as bees in time allows any moisture that is in the 
this apiary, and more than that, 1 honey to evaporate, or as we say CURE. 
know I can benefit you if you will just After it has cured, which takes ten 
Wee ata maatacere ss ft days or two weeks, if I need the tanks 
rop that Imaginary danger you fear, for more fresh honey, the first extract- 

and learn bee-keeping. Note the edisdrawn off into barrels, or sixty 
gradual south-eastern slope of this pound cans—I use cans altogether 

yard, and that my hives all face south- Bete ed ney them eae under we 
east DOWN THE HiLL. That grove of See eo © Oy ESR ye 

thick timber, and the barns on the These wire cloth windows revolve on 
north side, make good wind breaks. pivots so as to turnaround, and throw 

The apiary is laid out as the fruit out any bees that come in with the 
= Higheallows honey. There is also a bee escape at 

men say, IN DIAMOND,, which allows the top; many bees get out there, The 
placing more hives ona given size combs overhead are surplus comb thatI 
plat of land, allowing them to be the am keeping until needed. In building 
greatest possible distance apart; this this room I made the roof steep so that 

as eS it would last, and at the same time 
plan gives you Biree's and alleys run- give me room to store empty combs; 

ning in all directions. the rafters are two by four inches, and 
When [ want to use my light Jersy- placed ernoy Sever eed oS See 

z i ‘i i < ; madecomb racks by nailing one by 
Bee ene Golonies Cl 0ecs, mee six strips across the room, beginning at 
one assistant, [ canrun the wagon zig the foot of the rafters, nailing all strips 
zag around through the yard, and pick on the front side of the rafters; this 

|} up hives anywhere, and never strike a just oe ete ae ot an men pe 
e. ri i tween the ends 0: e frames an e 

peer mus sia = aeae oe strips. The upper strips are nailed so 
| aud “CHANGE HORSES. the top cdges are just ten inches 

This is my extracting room, made of apart, this gives me six tiers of combs 
J tongued and grooved flooring —entirely; holding epent ores pnoueand: speted 

even the sheathing end is put together °° ou oro eco cree
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E able to take the old queen away, with 
The j a the object to let the colony raise a ‘ 

“ox Progressive Bee Keeper. young queen themselves?” To the 
above my answer wouid b2 not to dis- 

A journal devoted to Bees, Honey and turb the old.queen until at least four i 
Kindred Industries. 

Terms: Fifty cents per year, in advance. frames are filled with eggs. Of course 
in thiscase there may be eggs very 

Sa ee much advanced toward the perfect bee; i 

cM. Boon E= &-R,B. LEAHY then again, if the queen is very prolific, fe 

+; -Editors::-... and agood honey flow ison, she may i 

a fill this many in four or five day. In r 

Prospects are fine here for a good either case, the hees will have eggs to } 

hovey crop. their liking from which to rear their i 

ee, queens, and they will choose eggs as H 

. Bee-keepers of Southwest Texas, far advanced as nature has taught 

have obtained already a fair crop. of them todo, with a view of developing ! 

honey. but the flow which has been al- a queen as soon as possible. Some [ff 
‘most phenomenal has been cut off by writers think that eggs in such anad- ff 

lack of rain. vanced stage as the bees would choose, ff 

A putty ee arery useful tool ae ape eel ag ieee frog 

about the apiary; not to putty up the oy Seer ee ed: oe yes 
c lific. I have neverseenany difference. 

knot holes or crevices, but. to scrape 

propolis of the hives, pry frames apart rae i 

with, and for scraping off burr combs. Early Pollen:—In this locality, the 
Good onescan be had from 20to 25 first pollenin spring comes from 

cents. Try one. skunk’s cabbage. This is followed by K 

StS. pussy willow, soft maple, elm, hard 9} 

Under date of May 2nd, Mr.O. P. ‘maple and fruit bloom. This pollen ff 
Hyde, of Hutto, Texas, writes: “‘Pros- stimulates the bees to brood rearing @. 

pects here fora large honey crop are and great activity, upon which much ) 

better than for many years. So. many of the profits of the season depends. 

honey producing plants are developing —_In selecting a location, a person should } 

that we will likely have honey enough know that some one of these pollen 
to drown an elephant in within the producers, or others equally good, are f° 
next two weeks.” present, if they would expect success. [& 

‘ a= = Sa Artificial pollen, such as rye or oat- r 

The National Bee-keepers’ Ass’t will meal, can be substituted, but none of ! 

hold it’s next meeting at Cleveland, them can ever take the place of natural [P| 

Ohio. Secretary Mason has sent us pollen as a stimulant to bees. 
minutes of the progress of the Direc- Packing Pollen:—An amateur bee- § 

tors of the above Ass’t, and we hope to keeper once told how this was done in 
‘print itin full in our June number. these words: ‘When a bee brings pol- 

We understand that the dateofthe meet- len into the hive, she advances to the : 

ingis notyet set, but will meet at the  cellinto which itis to be deposited, }~ 
same timéas the American Pomological and kicks it off; another bee, one of the ff” 
Society meets, who. have not yetset indoor hands, comes along and rams it ff ~ 

their date. down with her head and packs it into 

i ae the cell as the dairy maid packs butter 9’ 
“A subscriber asks: ‘How soon after intoa firkin. The paper publishing, }* 

a swarm has issued, would it be advis- said, ‘‘We prefer not to have auy dairy ff}? 
0
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maid pack our butter that way.” An- adding more tops and of the mixture, un- 

other paper seeing both of the above _ til the wholecemented together isa fair- 

remarked, “If our butter must be pack- ly good representation of as warm of bees 

ed in that way, let it be done by a bald- | When you have an excellent bee-bob. 
headed dairy maid.” Still another When the swarming season comes on, 

paper, after reading all the above, bang your bob on the limb of a tree, or 
ventured. ‘‘We will add thatin either a pole in the apiary, within the reach 
ease it would be DAND-RUFF on the of your hand and of the bees also, and 

butter.” nearly every swarm will settle on it. 

Honey Vinegar—In atwelve year old For something to hang it up by, put 

newspaper I ran across the following: in agood stout wire while’ making, ce- 

“Those who work their bees for ex- menting it in at the center.” Here is, 
tracted honey should not lack for the Ithink, a good thing for those who 
best of vinegar. Honey should not be allow of natural swarming, for, years 

extracted until thoroughly ripened by ago tried mullen tops without the ce- 
the bees, which ripening is shown by ment part, and would have three out of 
the bees capping the cells. These every four swarms which issues al- 

cappings are easily removed prepara- right on the bunch of mullen tops. 

tory to extracting, with a honey knife. Mullen tops, which have stayed out in 

After being removed they are allowed fields during winter, more nearly 

to drain twenty-four hours, when they represent clustered bees than anything 
are rinsed ina tub containing spring with which I am acquainted. 

water. After remaining in the water Keep One Colony For The Purpose: 
afew hours the cappings are sqeezed -—For various reasons there are often 

into balls, like snow-balls, and laid those. especially beginners, who wish 

away. The rinsing is continued till to be looking into the bee hives dur- 

the water will floatanegg, when it is ing the spring of the year, to watch 

‘set in a cool place for vinegar. In the combs and brood as the bees are 

about one yeur it becomesthe best developing inthem. The older bee- 

flavored and colored vinegar to be keepers generally conclude that this is 

found, andin all respects and for all not necessary, and [ agree, after one 

purposes, is better than any cider has once learned the inside workings 

vinegar ever made. It becomes vine- of the hive. But I find, even after I 

gar more speedily in stone crocks, have been inthe bee business for 32 

covered with mosquito netting, and years, that I am like most beginners 

set in a cool place; makes fine vinegar and so every spring finds me as eager 

in 90 days, but much better in 365.” as ever to look inside the hives to see 

Decoy For Swarms:—In thesame old how things are getting on; in fact, 

paper containing the above about such looking is so enchanting to me 

vinegar, I find this: ‘‘A good way to that thereis more fun in it than there 

catch swarms is as follows: After isin almost anything else. And so I 

each melting of wax preserve the resi- keep at it very much the same as I 

due of dirt, pollen, cocoons, etc, which did thirty yearsago. ButI have learn- 

is left after the wax has been pressed ed that such overhauling of a colony 

out, until enough for the purpose bas doesit no good, so of late years I set 

been obtained, when you willadd to it apart a certain colony to have fun with, 

one-half pound of rosin and melt it all and thus the others are not promiscu- 

in an old vessel. Then having secur- ously overhauled and disturbed when 

ed some old mullen tops, take an old not necessary, and often to their hurt, 

spoon and spread some of the mixture especially during the month of May, 

onto one side of two or three, then keep when, in this locality, the ceiling at the
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top of the hive should be broken as months is, through natural means to 

little as possbile. encourage our colonies to their utmost 
About Entrances:—After the first Capacity in brooding. To this end the 

flight of the bees in the spring the en- Winter packing is to be left on as long ff 
trances to the hives should be regulat- as possible, if removed to soon, and [ip 

ed to suit the size of the colonies. while the colonics are weak, the brood 
Later on these entrances should be en- may become chilled during some ex- 

larged from time to time as the grow- treme cold snap. And even if this is 

ing strength of colonies require. I not done, brood rearing may be serious- 
allow to the strongest colonies an en- ly checked by fixing the bees for sum- [# 

trance of two inches by three-eights, mer, or warm days in early spring, as 
after their first flight, and from there many are prone todo. When the bees #8 
down to only one-half inch bythe three- begin to be crowded in their winter 

eights for the weakest, and they are quarters is soon enough to remove the ff 
kept thus during early spring. With packing. or expand the hive, and it 
the opening of the willows, or the should not be done before, During 

first bloom upon which the bees work apple bloom is generally early enough 

to an extent, it will be found that to begin expanding the hives with the 
these entrances are too small. They strongest colonies, and then only half [fh 

should now be enlarged sufficiently, story extracting supers should be added, 
but not more, so as to allow the bees if you have such;as full depth hives, 

free access in and out of their hives filled with combs, give too much room 

while working. Anentrance as small above for the most advantageous brood- 
as is consistent with the requirements yearing at this time. But hivesshould 

of the bees, has very much to do with not be kept contracted till the bees 
the rapid building up of the colony in contract the swarming fever, for it is 

the spring, as a large entrance carries better to run the risk of giving a little 
off much of the heat generated for +o much room, than to bave theswarm- 

brood-rearing, -on cool days or cold ing fever contracted. The point to be 

nights. observed is to give room when needed; 

Encouraging Brood-rearing:—The either too early or too late, and just 

object that should be sought to be enough atall times, as nearas may be. 

accomplished during the spring G. M. DOOLITTLE, Borodino, N. Y. 

9 In the territory bounded by the Mississ- 
1 ippi and Ohio rivers, devoted wholly to 

The Live Stock and Live Stock interests is 

= THE STOCKMAN = 
Monthly, 25 cents per year. 

No progressive farmer can afford to be 
ON LY without it. No advertiser who wants the 

trade of the most progressive farmers in 
the best stock country in the world can 
afford not to be in its advertising col- 

PAPER umns. Address, 

THE STOCKMAN, 
a DE FUNIAC SPRINGS, FLORIDA.
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QUEB ENS. TheAmateur Bee-Keeper 
END 25 cents, and get a copy of Improved Golden and Leather Colored Os muatareBoeeneete ee 

Italian is what H. G. Quirin rears........ a 8 book especially for beginners, by 

arenas aay Prof.J. W. . B il, 28¢. We have one of Root's best redclover breed. ge Tongs Wet Oescreey al 
ers from their $200 queen, and a golden breed- En Es res 4 i; 
er from Doolittle, WhO says, if thereisa queen de “Se padres, PEAHY MEG ce tes 
in the United States worth $100, this one is, Higginsville, - - Missouri. 
these breeders have been added to our already Sond ee 
improved strain of queens; for the coming awa" 
season. 

J. L. Gandy, of Humboldt, Neb., wrote us on 
Aug., 15th, 1000, saying that. the colony hay- ur aper 
ABs one oF our queens had sires stored Oven 

0 pounds of honey. (mostly comb} he states thathe iscertain our bees workonredciover, fOr 10c a Year 
as they were the only kind in his locality and 
apiury. es 

A. 1. Root’s folks say that our queens are 4 . 
ane fine, woe the ‘editor of the pac. a® an experiment, weare go- 
ee Journal tells us that he has good reports * a 2. 

from our queens from time to time. Wehave ing to send our 16-page, 
files upon files of unsolicited testimonials. regular 85¢ a year Poultry 
After considering above evidence, need you : 2 
wonder why-our orders have increased each Bee & Fruit Journal to all who 
year? . zs subseri pn Give us a trial order and be pleased, we : be before July 1janen 
have years of experience, in rearing and mail- tire year for TEN CENTS. 
ing queens, safe delivery will be GUARANTEED. a i 2 : 
Instructions for introducing sent with each Every one can afford this 
lot of queens. small sum and we should se- brice before ‘ 5 2 Price before July 1st. Tet oem te Gite. sevens <thodeandaenee 
Warranted stock, 8.75 $4.25 $8.00 
Selected Warranted ~. 1,00 5.00 9.50 readers before July Ist. Send your 
Tested ...... cree 160 8.00 15.00 gy a fe Balacted Lected.c. ocala 2.00 1050 ime today and get four of your neigh- 
Extra Selected Tested, the best: bors to send with you and we will make 
that money can buy...... 4.00 

We have 100,000 you a present of a good poultry book. 

FOLDED CARTONS———~ You will be pleased, as we try to make 
on hand; so long as they last we will sell them very issue worth re y serip- 
with your address printed on in two colors, at e' y : yoroh) theregular subscuiy 
$4. per 1000, or 500 for $2.75. tion price. Send today to the 
2" Address all orders to 

ltr i 
H. G. QUIRIN, PaRKERTOWN, OHIO, Pout y Bee & Fruit Journal, 

(Parkertown is now a money order office). Davenport, lowa a 
Please mention the ’‘Progressive.” Please mention the ” Progressive.‘ 

| ©0©000S 0000 000000000000 8008 8000 00000000 00000008 00000008 
e e 

$ 1G oy —_ 3 3 ears. $ 
e e 
e Ihave been a bee-keeper for the past sixteen years, and am familiar with the BEST © 

$ METHODS of rearing the BEST QUEENS from the best STRAINS. The Star Apiary @ 
@ Will this year be devoted chiefly to rearing extra choice queens. I offer queens, nucleus . 

@ and full colonies at the following low prices for April and May. Lower prices will be @ 
@ announced after June Ist. e 
e By mail post paid. e 

e Untested queens, each $1.00. 3 for .............. ee : Pee Oe a0) 3 
® Select untested queens, each $1.25, 8 for... ise BIO 
e fPested queens, each 1:00, 3 fOr. ....2 nei ee ee, 8 CO 
e Select tested, each $2.00, 3 for... ees ettantan ee Te Ae 
s By express not prepaid. : 
e Full colonies, no queen, each $6.00, 8 for ee Beir ie eras 1500 @ 
e 2-frame nucleus, no queen, each $2.00, 8 for... eae ean ET 

iS Add the price of queen you wish to accompany nucleus or full colonies to the. price @ 
@ f colony or nucleus. i; 

e ; e is S. E. MILLER, Mgr. Star Apiary, Bluffton, Mo. $ 
e e 

ie Registered letter, Bluffton, Mo.;Express or P. O. Money Order Office, Rhineland, Mo. @ 
e e 

J ©0000 008G 0008 OOS SH0OOO8O8OOOOSO008000000080000000800008 
Please mentionthe “Progressive” in answering this advertisement.
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=x | | 7 | THE BEST PAINT 
f} FOR BEE HIVES 
igs. dies . . one . 

Aa e ae is one that will not disintegrate quickly, 

; but form a hard, durable coating as ' 

{ers “ impervious to atmospheric influence as 
ee it is 304 9 g veri y is | 

(ieee ony | it is possible to make a covering of this 

[ot nth | character. THE BEST BE# HIVE i 

iV sir ay | PAINT MADE. ! 

Rita) /34\ ere ! 
pay(34)\0N | | wew ERA HIGH GRADE 
a s 3 | PREPARED PAINT 

Sn 
| a mcets all these requirements perfectly, ; 

as it is made from the best carefully | 

selected materials only. It may cost a few cents more per gallon, but 

considered from the standpoint of DURABILITY and SATISFACTORY 

RESULTS, it is by far the most economical article that can be used, i 

and its intrinsic worth is bound to be appreciated by all careful and ; 

painstaking bee-keepers. 
PRICES. _———=<a 

One quart... $ .50 One gallon...... $1.50 } 

One-balf gallon 95 Five-gallon can. per gal. 1.40 : 

Address, 
} 

LEAHY Mra. ComPAny, ( 
HIGGINSVILLE, Missour!. : 

aE 

Dc EEE SPY OT ETE 3S PETE, SIL IY: ESIC SOO EEE CCE SES OTE LETC LE. 

= wv in Poult oney In rouitr 
Wanted. Hees Ak ae 

it properly attended to, 

Agents in every county in Ne- ae eS] reine Bane eee > 
braska to canvass for a thor- boy tS do it right Get 
oughly reliable nursery com- the expericnce of old sucs 
pany. We pay commission Ceara Dueeate 

every week. Address, dependent. by subserib- PEL feb 
Oliver Rouse, 7 most upstowdate, poultry ; 

‘ 2 nigazine in America, F 
Subscript rice only Aca year, Ad- Omaha, Neb. aiuscrl pion on caonty tice ean. Ad r 
AARARAR Kansas aa ies 5 

— BEE-HIVES AND HONEY-BOXES, eal 
4 a a 

ao in car lots—wholesale or retail. Now is the time to get | re 

Le fa prices. We are the people who manufacture strictly ss 

<< first-class goods and sell.them at prices that defy com-  \feemeees i 
petition. Write us today. [SS 1 

es 

Interstate Box & Manufacturing Co., Hudson, Wisi
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_ GOOD QUEENS. We Want What? 
——— Ee Your name and address, for our free 

|| The Jennie Atchley Co., circular of bees and queens, It not 
| Beeville, Bee Co., Texas. only gives valuable information for 

Dear Friends:—It gives me great every bee-keeper, but also gives our 

|| pleasure to forward you this unso- methods of Queen-Rearing, Honey- 
licited testimonial regarding the | Production, ete. It willtell you why 
merits of Atchley queens. The (3) we are able to rear the best queens. € 

| three dozen queens purchased of ———————— é 
|| you have made an excellent record 

for themselves. Not an Atchley We Have ? 
{| || queen among the twenty colonies | 

| ost during the severe drouth in The best stock of bees in the United 
lr july, 1 have boushe cucens fron States. Why, because we have spared 

| many breeders, and although the | neither money, skill, nor time to bring 

|| || present crop ts exceedingly short. them up to their present superiority, 
i || the tiers of supers show where the as our numerous testimonials prove. 

‘Al Atchley queens are and speak vol- SS 
|| umes for your method of queen- 
| yearing. I find the progeny to be | Ready for What? 

| | yery gentle, strong-winged, uni- 
| || formly-marked, long-lived, of large Orders for Tested, Select Tested, and 
| || size, and last but not least the best Breeders. We have 800 queens winter- 
| || honey-gatherers I ever had. I shall | ed over for spring sales; among them 

| | || want 100 more next season. | some 50 or more absolutely straight 5- 

1 || Yours Fraternally, band breeders. Let us have your or- 
i yO WALHERMIER ders. Once a customer, always one. 

| Evansville, Ind, Sept. 271h 1900, | We guarantee satisfaction. 
{I | SS SSS 

{|| Friends, if you desire to know | ; 
| more about real good queens, and Prices either Goldens, 3-banders, or 

|| where to get them, send for our Holylands—your choice: 
||| || catatozue, which gives queen-rear- | ; 
| | | ingand he renee Omen apiaries = > 

| || for profit; also a sample copy of Sete 4 

|| || “The Southland Queen.” the only Untested, June. July, Aug. Sept: 
| || Southern bee-paper, $1.00 a year. one 75z; 6. $4.25; 12 for... ........88 00 

4 . We give to new subscribers a nice Select War. 25c extra. 
|| untestea queen as a premium. Untested, all other th 
|) Paper und all ior $1.00. You can =$10: 6 for: ety acces oe 85,00 
| send your subscription now and. | Geueh Sha Ses ET 
| get the queen when you want. her, ‘ested, one, $1.25; 6 for...... ......96 85 

| || We keep S-band ttallans, Goldens. Select Tested, each ........... $2.00 
Carniolans. Holylands, Cyprians in epeudbras ead antes 

| their purity, and inseparate yards meedet>s fo 00 RO NCHON 
5 to 20 miles apart. ERI Le ae a 

|” Tested queens. $1.50 each, $8.00 per We now have 500 nuclei running, and 
! || 6 or $15.00 per doz. Untesied. #1.00 can have 1000 if necessary hence can 

|) each. $5.00 per 6. or $9.00 per doz, give you prompt service. 
| || Safe’ arrival guaranteed. Bee- See eee Pe eeede f 
| | keepers’ supplies. Write for our Re SSS 

| | free printed matter. | Discounts for quantities; also valua- 
‘ | abe pac AE ES ble premiums given away to our custo- 

| i mers; our circular tells all about it. 
i | ee 

|| |The...... | ——= 
Bl jennie Atchle Cal 0. P. HYDE & SON, ¢ 

ae io cnne em Hutto, Tex. 
| Beeville, Bee Co., Texas. 7 = 

| 
QESSPVOSeSOOPOee SOOO 000000000000 000000000000 

| O98oooeeoe eo Oo SSSSS3| SSeS ooes coos ooososoceses 
Pre wssessssseessesseisses| ; 3 © 

KL ©146500O000000090000000, Ee aeeeercedeeerse
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S 2 
DHOGOHOOGIOOOGDOHOOIOOGOSOOOSS = Kansas ieee ee Bee 

acd g 1 1 2 See es 3 ONE DIMEL 10 CENTS! 3 
} e000 © 

OOO © THE FREESIA is one of the very best © 
iS bulbs for window culture, and the g 

We have a carload of **Hig- Fe ae een ata ponias wie 
ginsville” Supplies, at ee forcut Boe _ Everyone can > 

manufacturer’s prices, 2 andes ive bulbs areonough tara 2 
Q lange pot, and villelve an abundance 2 

vaxe’ ssoms of exquisite fra- 
OOO Seen ete ae wit canal 

4 5 fll $ postpaid to any address the ¢ 

3 ars ee ee to 6 ae 2 Western Florist and Fruit @ 
ders promptly, and can 8 Grower, a semi-monthly magazine, 3 

save you freight. . 20 pages, three months on trial, & 
10 Fine Freesia Bulbs, andour @ 

O292 3 Fall Catalogue of Fruit and Or- 
Send all orders to namental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Plants, © 

Bulbs, ete. Address, < 

Topeka L-H.cOoBB&cO, 2% ff 
Bee Supply House, Lock Box B 57° Perry. Okla. $ |f 

(es 2 ss ta 

E. W. DUNHAM, Manager . ea 
1065 W. 5th St YOHOHOHOHHOHOHOHOOHOHOHOOHOOOH 4 W. 5thSt., 

Please mention the “Progressive.” 

Topeka, Kas. eee 

Catalogue free. YLDGHOONOOOYIOOHS HOOHOOOSD 

@ @ 
© t; @ MWA § Western 8 

ES Ay ee ee ee OO) . . © 
. . @ ©) 

Foundation Mills Apiarists.... “s 
For Sale ® ® 

seg will save time and money 8 
= , by buying their............ SOS S YBa ees g 

We have just taken in a second- S 
hand foundation millinexchange ® & “cE © 
for goods. This mill has 23-inch 8 y ZS 
roll, the round bottom cell, of © © 
which the foundation comes off @ © . 
so easy. and from the looks of the < De eeeTOW 2s 8 

mill, [do not think it has ever @ © 
been used. The price of such a ® © 
mill is $30.00, and we will take g Barteldes & Co. 3 
$18.00 for it on cars at Higgins- © © 
ville. This is very little over © Denver, Colo. ® 
half price. 8 ; 

“ We make a specialty of © 
We also have one second-hand six- 3 Leahy Mfg. Co.’s products © 

inch mill for making extra thin foun- © @ 
dation, and one second-hand ten-inch @ © 
mill for making medium or light brood. © © 
These are for sale cheap. Write for 8 New 20-page descriptive g 
prices. © price-list free. © 

LEAHY MFC. CO., 3 q 
Higginsville, Mo. @@QQOQOOQOQOQOQOQOQOQOQOSGHOOOOQOOO



[Some Good THINGS _]| 

| RE ETS TRS EL SS RS 

| That have appeared in the Bee-Keepers’ 

s40r+ 

= ———————-A Visit to the Coggshalls = 

The editer visited the Coggshalls last winter, and inthe January Review he 

gives the gist of the methods that have enabled these men to build beautiful 

homes (of which pictures are given) and put thousands of dollars in the bank. 

i W. L. Coggshall says it is the best ‘‘write-up” that has ever been given of their 
id business. 

f =————_———— The Frontispiece. = 

A special feature of the Review is the beautiful frontispiece that it gives 
each month, This month it gives a characteristic California secene—snow capped 

5 mountain peaks in the distance, valleys and orange-groves in the middle dis- 

tance, and a great irrization-reservoir in the foreground. 

+ | —————Fertilization of Queens in Confinement. =————— 
i The special feature of the February Review is an illustrated article by J. 8. 

Davitte, telling how he secured the the mating of 100 queens in cofinement. Full 

particulars are given. 

Working According to Locality, and Killing 
SS ae The Oueens Each Summer. 

4 The March Review has an article on this subject, and I think it one of the 
best, if not the best article, that has ever appeared in the Review. The methods 

f acseribed are probably not adapted to all localities, but the thoroughness with 

i which the writer, S. D. Chapman, of Mancelona, Mich., has studied out the con- 

W ditions of his locality, and devised a system of management adapted to the con- 
§ ditions, is a most interesting and encouraging object-lesson. 

—===Wake up, Bee-keepers, to the Changed Conditions =—— 
a In the March issue is commenced a series of articles from men who have made 

f money by “Keeping More Bees.” Youcan do the same. ! consider these arti- 

cles the most timely and helpful of any the Review has published. They will be 

continued into the April, and possibly into the May, Review. 

————— tree Cito. 
The frontispiece of this issue is from an 8x10 photograph. taken last Februa- 

ry, at Madison, Wis., and shows the editors of Gleanings, American Bee Journal, 

und Review. 

Special Offers. a_i 
The Review is $1 00 a year; but to each one sending £1.00 for 1901 I am send ing 

12 back numbers (of my own choosing) free. For $2.00 I will send the 12 back 

numbers, the Review for 1901, and a queen of the Superior, Long-tongu e Stock. 
Queen alone, $1.59, 

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich. 
2ST ESAS RR ES SE 
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WE MAKE A...... [ N = 
i FS=SSPECIALTY OF 5 

= ~AAPPE D2 : 

= Being located in the great BASSWOOD timber belt of Wisconsin; 3 

x admitted by all to be the best for making sections. z 
= ePTFE CI z 
= A GENERAL LINE OF BEE-KEEPERS SUPPLIES, 2 

In stock, and at/prices with the times. Write for Catalogue and = 
2 prices, Free. i: 

= = 
¢ MARSHFIELD MFG. CO. oe 
= MARSHFIELD, WISCONSIN. i 
2, aren 

ee |NCUBATOR | ee | . = 

= Daughters of Select Imported and Select 3 Sage = 
2 Golden Queens, Bred 34 miles apart an = 
é and mated to select. drones. No bees | iced Feel = 
= owned within 2% miles; none ies > feel ie 7 = 
= within 3, and but few within 5 miles. No te ec) fees . = 
= disease. Twenty-eight years’ experience. Sty a = 
= Warranted. 75 cents ‘each, 109 choice | Sane has ee z =a 
= Noung tested, S10 each. Ready to mat = 
a today. 212 E 1 a 

2 JOHN M. DAVIS, Spring Hill, Tenn. | The Perfected Von Culin. = 
Sa 7" Bl Sticeéssti result of 25 years’experience. ff 

| Scientifieail ect, practically perfect. = 2 oFIVEDoLARS = | Secucrmene TE 
2 FOR |@ Double and packed walls. =i 
= A PERFECT ROW OF QUEEN CELLS. peoseregsgtics eet po wvstitsiion = 
= |] Made of best materials, and highest quality [| =| 
= Ae shall have an exhibit of our Queen |] of workmanship and finish. = 

‘ paring Devices at the coming - q = & i American exposition, and we hereby of- | PRICES 7,00 AND UF, z 
fer to pay $5.00 for the most perfect row SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO PAY. 

= of queen cells built in. 2 “Swarthmore | ff We male Brooders, Boo Hives & Supplies. J 2 
= ed Galt Terimbpeneaire ee {27 Catalog and Price List sent Free. z 
= Ask for Queen-Cireular. address. T Ww. T FALCONER MFG co 
= HE Wot eWUny § = 
z THE SWARTHMORE APIARIES, Dep: 74 Jamestown, BLY, 1 
= E. L. Pratt. Swarthmore, Pa. Depaul siemens) z : 
: Men Ant Peed Si dere re PRPS ONS) aay 
= : z 
a a]. W. Rouse & Co., Mexico, Mog 
: Apiarian Supplies, Bees and Queens. 5 
= : eee = 

2 THE Ba Latest Improved Hives. 
3 MODEL Sections, Comb Foundation. = 
as COOP IWROUSE 8c, SA 4: Smokers. Bee | tils, andkall 

= 2 Tar = ‘ 4 r kind of supplies, at low 
= . Ea ie |, K| ( i i i} TUES vee ence 

= eg ie a as ye A beautiful 28-page catalog, free. 

= ie Cee 5 [ae The ‘‘Amateur Bee-Keeper,’’ A i eal Je ee-Keeper, 
= (ee wet an 80-page book for beginners: fully 
3 wn RAT. CAT AND VARMINT PROOF. illustrated. By mail, 25 cts. 

One nailed, and five packed 
2 inside, maktiig six coups(ship J W Rouse & (0 z 

iB. at low rates. Price, £3.50. 4 
= Mlustrated circular free. . , : i 
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